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Form No. (J) 2

                            HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT

District: Kamrup (M)

IN   THE  COURT  OF  CIVIL  JUDGE   NO.3,   KAMRUP(M), GUWAHATI

Present:     Rajesh Kumar Todi, AJS,

                   Civil Judge No.3,

                   Kamrup (M), Guwahati

Tuesday, the 28th day of February, 2017                                 

                                        Title Suit No. 200/2011

Sreemanta Sarkar & another...............................................Plaintiffs 

                                                  Versus

Dhirendra Ghosh  & three others.....................................Defendants

This suit coming on for final hearing on 4-2-17 & 20-2-17 in presence of- 

G. Saikia ,  Ld. Counsel ...........................................for the  plaintiffs

None.........................................................................for the defendants

And  having  stood  for  consideration  to  this  day,  this  Court  delivers  the 

following judgment:

JUDGMENT

This is a suit for specific performance of contract, declaration and 

permanent injunction

1. Plaintiffs case is that the defendants No.1 to 4 being joint pattadars of 

a plot of land measuring 1 bigha 2 katha and 6 lecha covered by dag 
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No. 337 of  K.  P.  Patta  No.  79 of  village-Tetelia,  Mauza-Jalukbari, 

Guwahati-33, agreed to sell 4 katha, 2 katha land each (schedule-A & 

B) to the plaintiff No.1&2 respectively. Total consideration of entire 4 

katha land was fixed at Rs.5,60,000/-. 

2. The  defendants  received  Rs.1,00,000/-  (Rs.50,000/-  each)  from the 

plaintiff No.1 & 2 as advance money on the date of execution of the 

agreement on 29-09-03. The defendants had to execute two sale deeds 

in respect of two plots of 2 katha land each within a period of one 

month from the date of obtaining the sale permission. 

3. The  defendants  started  delaying  the  process  of  obtaining  sale 

permission on one pretext or other and also started pressurizing the 

plaintiffs for payment of rest amount. It  is stated that the plaintiffs 

thereafter  paid  another  Rs.3,97,500/-  to  the  defendants  till  15-06-

2008, in six instalments and thus made payment of 88% of the total 

consideration  amount   of  Rs.5,60,000/-  yet  the  defendants  on  one 

pretext or the other evaded obtaining sale permission. It is stated that 

the plaintiffs are always ready and willing to purchase their respective 

share of land and are also ready to perform their part of contract by 

making  payment  of  rest  consideration  money  but  they  have  the 

apprehension  that  as  the  defendants  have  failed  to  obtain  sale 

permission they are not  sincere enough in performing their  part  of 

contract.  It  is  stated  that  the  plaintiffs  have  also  learnt  that  the 

defendants are trying to sell out the said plot of lands to third party. 

The plaintiffs sent  pleader’s notice calling the defendants to obtain 

sale permission and to execute the sale deed after receiving balance 

consideration  amount  but  the  same  turned  futile.  The  plaintiffs, 

therefore, have instituted the present suit seeking specific performance 
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of contract in respect of schedule-A & B land and for other relief (s) 

etc.

4. The defendants, in their written statement took the usual pleas of no 

cause of action for the suit, non-maintainability thereof etc. It was also 

pleaded  that  the  suit  is  barred  by  limitation.  The  defendants  have 

denied that  they ever entered into any agreement  for  sale  with the 

plaintiffs as claimed and further that they received money from the 

plaintiffs as stated in the plaint. It is stated that all those statements are 

false and made for unlawful gain.

5. It is stated that the plaintiffs verbally agreed to take sale permission 

from DC Kamrup with their own cost and they had taken signatures of 

the  defendants  on  blank  and  stamp  papers  for  affidavit  but  the 

plaintiffs never applied for sale permission nor made any affidavit. It 

is  stated that  the plaintiffs illegally made agreement  using the said 

signed papers for illegal gain. It is stated that the defendants  had put 

their signatures on blank papers on good faith. It is further contended 

that the defendants did not receive any pleader’s notice as claimed. It 

is stated that the agreement enclosed by the plaintiffs is a forged and 

manufactured one and the plaintiffs are not entitled to any relief on the 

basis of said agreement. It is prayed that the suit be dismissed with 

cost.

6. On the pleadings following issues were framed : 

(i) Whether the suit is maintainable? 

(ii) Whether there is any cause of action for the suit?

(iii) Whether the suit is properly valued in terms of Court-fee?
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(iv) Whether the suit is barred by limitation?

(v) Whether the defendants had entered into an agreement for sale with the  

plaintiffs  for  sale  of  Schedule-A  &  B  lands  to  the  plaintiff  No.1and  

plaintiff No.2?

(vi) Whether the plaintiffs have already paid in all Rs.4,97,500/- out of total  

consideration to the defendants?

(vii) Whether the plaintiffs were/are ready and willing to perform their part of  

the contract (agreement)?

(viii) Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the relief as prayed for?

 

7.  During trial the plaintiff No.1&2 examined themselves. They were 

not  cross-examined  by  the  defendants  nor  the  defendants  adduced 

evidence from their side. In fact record reveals that since 19-04-14 the 

defendants started remaining absent and ultimately vide order dt. 17-

11-16 the suit was posted for argument. Heard arguments from the Ld. 

Counsels of plaintiffs only.

8.  My issue wise decisions and reasons thereof:

Issue No. (iv)

9. The plaintiff in his amended plaint in paragraph 16, in the last part, 

stated that last cause of action for the suit arose on 15-06-2008. In the 

next paragraph, that is, 16(a) it is stated again that the cause of action 

for the suit arose lastly on 08-04-10 when the plaintiffs sent notice to 

the defendants asking them to obtain sale permission and to execute 

the registered sale deed in their favour. However, on going through the 

documents annexed with the plaint as well as documents submitted 

with evidence-on-affidavit of the plaintiffs it appears that the plaintiffs 
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produced one letter with the caption  NOTICE which appears to have 

been addressed to the defendants. The said letter was marked as Ext-2. 

It is stated that the said Ext-2 was the notice sent by the plaintiffs to 

the defendants asking them to obtain sale permission and to execute 

the  registered  sale  deed  in  their  favour  within  one  week  from the 

receipt thereof. Now, it appears that the said Ext-2 bears no date and 

apart from said Ext-2 no other document has been produced to show 

that notice was sent to the defendants on 08-04-10 as averred by the 

plaintiffs  in  paragraph  No.16  (a)  of  their  plaint.  Accordingly,  it  is 

transparent and clear enough that the plaintiffs have failed to establish 

that  any notice  was sent  to  defendants  on  08-04-10 as  pleaded by 

them. Further, in paragraph No.15 of their evidence-on-affidavits also 

the plaintiffs have stated that the last cause of action for the suit arose 

on 15-06-2008, which has been stated to be the date of last payment 

amounting  Rs.27,000/-  to  the  defendants.  Now,  it  is  pertinent  to 

mention here that in a suit for specific performance of contract the 

period of limitation is governed by Article-54 of the Limitation Act 

and as per said Article it is not the date of payment or last payment  

(15-06-2008) but  the  date  fixed  for  the  performance  or  the  date  

when the plaintiff has notice that performance has been refused is 

the date from which period of limitation of three years begins to run. 

The  plaintiffs  made  specific  averments  in  the  plaint  and  their 

evidence-on-affidavits to the effect that the defendants on one pretext 

or the other started delaying the process of obtaining sale permission 

and whenever approached the defendants used to give lame excuses 

for  not  obtaining  sale  permission.  The plaintiffs  also  made  further 

specific  averments  that  inspite  of  several  reminders/  requests  the 

defendants have failed even to apply for sale permission not to speak 

of obtaining sale permission. It was further averred that the plaintiffs 
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have learnt that the defendants are willing to sell the suit plots to the 

third party. Although no dates have been mentioned as to when the 

plaintiffs came to know that the defendants are not going to obtain the 

sale  permission  and  to  execute  the  sale  deed  and  that  they  were 

intending to  sell  out  the  suit  plots  to  the  third  party  but  from the 

perusal of the plaint it becomes crystal clear that after execution of the 

agreement on 29-09-2003 and after lapse of some time thereafter the 

plaintiffs  could  make  out  that  the  defendants  were  not  going  to 

perform their part. This fact also becomes evident from the fact that 

the plaintiffs after making payment of Rs.20,000/- only on 6-12-2004, 

did not make further payment till 15-06-2008, for almost 3 and half 

years. Thus, from the aforesaid averments made in the plaint as well 

as in evidence-on-affidavits of the plaintiffs it is abundantly clear that 

they had full notice (knowledge) even prior to the last cause of action 

shown, that the defendants were not going to perform their part of 

contract, that is, to obtain the sale permission and to execute the sale 

deed in their (plaintiffs) favour. Situated so, 15-06-2008 (the date of 

last payment of Rs.27,000/- as per plaintiff) can not be considered to 

be the date when the plaintiffs had knowledge that the performance 

has been refused. In other words, as stated earlier, even much prior to 

15-06-2008 the plaintiffs had knowledge of refusal of performance by 

the defendants and accordingly the present suit filed on 14-06-2011 is 

obviously barred by limitation. This issue is decided accordingly.

                                                Issue No. (i)

10.In view of decision of Issue No.(iv) above as the suit  is barred by 

limitation the same is not legally maintainable. On the factual aspect 

apart from other things, it  appears that the plaintiffs have not even 

specified the suit property by giving description of its boundaries to 
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identify the same, as required under Order 7 Rule 3 of CPC. In the 

agreement  for  sale  as  well  as  in  the  plaint  in  schedule-A&B  no 

boundaries are mentioned and there is no schedule showing the land 

out of which the plaintiffs had agreed to purchase 2 katha land each. It 

is a case where in the prime document itself there is no description of 

boundaries the plaintiff can not subsequently put certain boundaries to 

describe  the  land  in  question  unless  the  defect  lying  in  Ext-1 

agreement  for  sale  is  rectified.  Needless  to  reiterate  it  is  that  the 

property which is the subject matter of a suit must be distinctly and 

adequately identifiable. In a suit for specific performance of contract 

the  plaintiff  must  show what  he  wanted  to  purchase  and  how the 

Court, in the event a dispute arises, would determine the identity of 

the property. Unfortunately, in the instant case the plaintiffs have not 

been able to do so as has already been discussed. So situated no option 

is left with the Court except to hold that the suit is not maintainable 

for want of proper description and sufficient identification of the land 

in question (suit land) apart from the fact that the same is also barred 

by limitation.

Issue No. (ii)

11.In the sense that the claims of the plaintiffs have been denied by the 

defendants in their pleadings and the dispute between the parties gives 

rise to triable issues it can not be said that the suit does not have a 

cause of action even though the suit is barred by limitation. This issue 

is answered accordingly.

                                             Issue No. (iii)

12.As reveals from the endorsement in the plaint that in view of the relief 

claimed full court fee was paid by the plaintiffs and as such the instant 

issue is answered in affirmative.
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                                                       Issue No. (v)

13.The  defendants  though  denied  in  their  pleading  that  they  had  not 

entered  into any agreement  with  the plaintiffs  as  claimed but  they 

admitted  in  paragraph  11  of  their  plaint  that  the  plaintiff  verbally 

agreed to  obtain sale  permission and further  that  the  plaintiffs  had 

obtained  their  (defendants)  signatures  on  blank  papers  and  stamp 

papers  and  using  the  said  signed  papers  they  illegally  made  the 

agreement.  The  defendants  though took the  plea  that  the  plaintiffs 

created  the agreement (Ext-1) illegally but failed to prove the same 

by bringing on record any evidence to discharge their said plea and so 

situated the admission of the defendants that  they put their signature 

on stamp and blank papers which were converted into agreement for 

sale  by  the  plaintiffs  and  the  further  admission  that  the  plaintiffs 

verbally  agreed  to  obtain  sale  permission  goes  to  show  that  the 

defendants did enter into an agreement (Ext-1) with the plaintiffs for 

sale  of  schedule-A  &  B  land.  This  issue  is,  thus,  answered  in 

affirmative .

                                             Issue No. (vi)

14.The defendants  in  their  pleading vehemently  denied  that  they ever 

received any money from the plaintiffs as claimed. The plaintiffs in 

their  plaint  and  evidence-on-affidavits  pleaded  and  deposed 

respectively  that  till  15-06-2008  they  had  made  payment  of 

Rs.4,97,500/- to the defendants. In Ext-1 in witness column there is no 

mention of any witness. On the rear side of  last page of Ext-1,  in 

Ext-1(xv) to Ext-1(xx), are the signatures of the defendants and above 

their  signatures  it  has  been  mentioned  that  the  defendants  have 

received different  amount  of  money at  different  time amounting in 

total 3,97,500/- plus Rs.1,00,000/- as mentioned in page No.2 of Ext-

1, thus totalling Rs.4,97,500/- . Now, as discussed earlier in Issue No.
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(v)  that  the  defendants  admitted  their  signatures  on  Ext-1and  just 

above  their  signatures  it  is  written  that  they  have  received  certain 

amount  but  failed  to  prove  that  their  signature  were  obtained 

fraudulently or illegally by the plaintiffs goes to show that they can 

not deny receipt of said amount. Further, the most important aspect is 

that the defendants  after having  filed the written statement did not 

appear  and  participate  in  the  further  proceeding  and  even  did  not 

submit their evidence-on-affidavit in support of their pleading and in 

this way they denied the plaintiffs the opportunity to cross-examine 

them (defendants) with respect of their plea of denial as to receipt of 

money. Furthermore, they did not cross-examine the plaintiffs and as 

such evidence both oral and documentary of the plaintiffs (Pw1&2) 

remained totally unchallenged.  Now, law in this regard is settled that 

under such circumstances adverse presumption can be drawn against 

the party or person U/s-114 of the Evidence Act to the effect that the 

case set up by such person or party is not correct or believable. It is 

settled law that the omission of a party in a proceeding to produce the 

evidence which he could have produced raises a presumption against 

his  claims.  In  the  reported  decision  viz.  (1993)  3  SCC  573,  

Vidhyadhar v. Manikrao and another   it was observed by Hon’ble 

Supreme Court in para 17 that “  where a party to the suit does not  

appear in the witness box and states his own case on oath and does  

not  offer  himself  to  be  cross-examined  by  the  other  side,  a  

presumption would arise that the case set up by him is not correct.” 

Likewise in the instant suit  it  can be safely presumed that the plea 

taken by defendants that they did not receive the money as claimed by 

the  plaintiffs,  more  particularly  when  they  have  admitted  their 

signatures on Ext-1, just beneath the writing received Rs.............is not 

correct. This issue is, thus, answered in affirmative.
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                                               Issue No.(vii)

15.As per  clause  3 of  page  No.2  of  Ext-1  the  plaintiffs  had to  make 

payment  of  another  Rs.3,50,000/-  in  addition  to  initial  advance 

amount of Rs.1,00,000/- paid on 29-09-2003 by  1st week/2nd week of 

December 2003 but in the plaint there is no averment and also in the 

evidence-on-affidavit there is no statement of the plaintiffs that they 

had made payment of another Rs.3,50,000/- within the said stipulated 

time. Rather it appears that after making  payment of Rs.1,00,000/-on 

29-09-13 further amount was paid on 06-01-2004 only in deviation of 

the stipulated condition and nothing is there in the plaint or in the 

evidence to show that what was the reason for which the plaintiffs 

failed  to  make payment  of  Rs.3,50,000/-  as  per  terms  of  Ext-1  as 

stated above. This issue is thus decided in negative.

                                        Issue No.(viii)

16.In view of decision of Issue No.(iv) alone regarding limitation, this 

issue is answered in negative.

                                                         ORDER

                   The suit is dismissed on contest with cost.

                              Let a decree be prepared accordingly. 

Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 28th day of February, 

2017 at Kamrup (M) Guwahati                     

          

                                                                           (Rajesh Kumar Todi)

                                                                           Civil Judge No.3

                                                                           Kamrup (M),  Guwahati 
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                                                  APPENDIX

Plaintiffs witnesses

1. Sreemanta Sarkar (Pw1)

2. Dr. Rupali Saikia (Pw2)

Plaintiffs documents/exhibits

1. agreement for sale dated 29.11.2003 (Ext. 1)

2. pleader’s notice (Ext-2 )

Defendants witnesses -  

             None 

           Defendants Exhibits/documents

Nil. 

                                                                             (Rajesh Kumar Todi)

                                                                             Civil Judge No.3

                                                                              Kamrup(M), Guwahati


